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Question

Eretz Yisroel belongs to the Jewish people
What do we do with the large Arab population?

Response.
Eretz Yisroel is ours. It belongs to the Jews. It is ours. Some thing that belongs to me I do not have to share with an other. I do not have to worry about democracy. In all the Arab countries the country is for the Arabs. They do not worry about democracy. China does not worry about democracy. In Japan unless your parents are Japanese you can not become a citizen. The reason is in order that the Japanese should not be out numbered and voted out. The same must be applied to Eretz Yisroel. Democracy is a system invented by man to
serve the best interests of its citizens. Democracy is not the word of God. Human survival -life- trumps all laws; not democracy.

In area C of the Oslo agreement there exists no more than 150,000 Arabs. Let us offer them full Israeli citizenship if they so choose. If they themselves request only residential rights like many Arabs in East Jerusalem chose, then they will legally be so considered. Let us annex area C. There will be an uproar from the Europeans. They are the same people who abandoned 6 million Jews and 1 million Jewish children to the Nazis. The Europeans are equally guilty as the Nazis in the murder of all these Jews.

As a matter of fact the Europeans from the dawn of written history are the enemies of the Jews. Between 1280 and 1650 Western Europe was Juden Rein. When Jews returned to
England and Western Europe and were granted equality in the 1800s an earthquake was created by the anti-Semitism that erupted.

Jews have no place on this planet other than Eretz Yisroel.

In the other areas area A B Israel should grant the Arabs autonomy to govern ththemselves; but they have no right to vote in national elections.

If this is against democracy so be it. The hypocritical world should censor themselves before criticizing Israel.

They lie about the facts distort history have their own narrative about events. They confuse the ancient inhabitants Philistines, with modern day Palestinians, who inhabited the Caanan
before the Israelites arrived 3500 years ago. There exists no connection at all between modern Palestinians and ancient Philistines. The Arabs in Israel have no roots at all in Israel. All of them came from Syria Lebanon Egypt the Gulf States Iraq Iran Saudi Arabia. They began coming in 1900 when Jews arrived and established businesses. These Arabs came because the Jews provided opportunities and jobs not available in their home countries.

Mark Twain who visited Israel in 1860 spells out the population to be found there. There were hardly any Arabs there. Jews outnumbered Arabs in Jerusalem.

It is more important for Israel to take complete control police and administrative in areas A and B. As a result of the Oslo agreement in 1993 the Arabs have police and administrative control in area A and administrative control in area B. As a result the Arabs for the last 20 years have
educated a generation of youths with lies fabrication rewriting history. The result that they nurtured one and half million Arabs that are a time bomb. They are ready to kill all Jews and steal Israel. The Arabs in area A and B are not ready to accept that Jews retain any part of Israel. ALL THESE ARABS MUST GO. THEY MUST BE THROWN OUT.

Israel must take over area A and B and declare it a crime punishable by death to teach the Arab propaganda. One who incites to kill is not only an accessory. He is guilty of murder. He should be hanged.

What the world says and reacts is not our business. We couldn’t care less. The hell with them. Our job is to safe guard Jewish lives. We must crush the head of the snake before it bites. This is good Jewish law -Hallacha.